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This document lists emoji not yet encoded. Emoji of this list may be part of a future tranche
proposal  like 
L2/15054
. Some of the symbols below derive from earlier proposals such as
L2/14174
Emoji Additions. Others are more recently added from a variety of sources.
There are roughly 36 emoji that form this document. These are categorized and described in
more detail below.
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1. People (5)
The beard and following others could be used alone or in combination with existing
people/faces.
Code

Image
(illus)

Character name/description

Notes

X101

BEARD

direct requests

X102

MUSTACHE

Buzzfeed list

X103

HIJAB

Includes headscarf and burqa,
chador

X104

CAP WITH BILL

Such as baseball cap

X105

MAN’S SUIT or TUXEDO

request to Apple;
also for dressy, formal,...

2. Faces and Body (2)
Code
X204

Image
(illus)

Character
name/description

Notes

SHRUG

shrug (¯\_(ツ)_/¯) emoji
http://www.businessinsider.com/newemojiwe
wishwerereal20146?op=1#ixzz37vtzoNkO

X207

LEG

other “emoji we wish existed” lists. Styled like
current

3. Sports and recreation (1)
Many sports and recreation emoji were encoded in earlier tranches.

Code
X305

Image
(illus)

Character
name/description

Notes

JUGGLING

also used for “multitasking”

4. Food items, plants (15)
Below are food not already encoded in earlier emoji tranches. Note regarding their original
consideration are left below for the reader.
Considering popular foods we don’t have:
● Huffington Post, 
Most popular foods in the world
: salad (green, noodle, etc.), chicken,
cheese, rice, tea, coffee, milk, eggs, apples, soup, yogurt, bread. We are missing
salad, cheese, milk, eggs, yogurt.
● Oxfam study of world’s most popular foods, reported e.g. 
here
: pasta, meat (pork /
beef / mutton), rice, pizza, chicken, fish and seafood, vegetables, Chinese food, Italian
food, Mexican food
Consider national dishes or dishes that have strong cultural significance to many people:
● National Geographic 
Top 10 National Dishes
(not a very useful list)
Campaigns for hot dog and taco emoji (and cheese)
● change.org 
hot dog petition
, Facebook 
hot dog campaign
● change.org t
aco petition
, LA Mag 
taco campaign
, Facebook 
taco campaign
, “...
still no
cheese or tacos
”
Consider other foods highly requested or associated with holidays or other events
● cheese wedge (multiple lists), burrito (multiple lists), taco, cupcake, bagel, baguette,
croissant,
● popcorn in striped box (movies), etc.
Collecting these ideas:
Code

Image (illus) Character
name/description

Notes

X405

GREEN SALAD

popular worldwide

X406

EGGS

popular worldwide

X407

MILK

popular worldwide; in carton or bottle? Not
limited to cow milk; could be goat, etc.

X408

YOGURT

popular worldwide; hard to distinguish

X409

LONG SANDWICH

Business Insider list; submarine sandwich,
baguette sandwich, etc.

X40A

FRENCH BREAD

baguette; requests to Apple

X40B

CROISSANT

requests to Apple

X40C

CUPCAKE

Business Insider list

X40D

AVOCADO

NYmag list, request to Apple

X40E

CUCUMBER

request to Apple
Also represents PICKLE

X450

TAKEOUT FOOD

Chinese food, etc.

X451

BACON

Emojipedia

X452

POTATO

Emojipedia

X453

CARROT

Emojipedia

X454

MANGO

Emojipedia

5. Animals (9)
Code

Image (illus) Character
name/description

Notes

X701

TREX FACE

Business Insider & Buzzfeed lists

X707

BUTTERFLY

common insect; web stats

X709

LOBSTER

BusIn list; also a food item

X70A

SKUNK

request to Apple; common animal; web
stats. Also used to suggest “that stinks”.

X70E

LIZARD

common reptile; web stats

X70F

GORILLA

direct requests to Unicode

X710

SQUIRREL

direct requests to Unicode

X711

RAPTOR

Includes falcons, kestrels, etc.

X712

GIRAFFE

Emojipedia; web stats; popular zoo
attraction

6. Vehicles (1)
These include highuse vehicles that are not currently included.
Code

Image (illus) Character
name/description

X801

SKATEBOARD

Notes
high frequency on web

7. Misc (4)
Code
X901

Image (illus) Character
name/description
MAGIC HAT

Notes
Wizard or witch’s hat; various wished for
emoji lists

X902

PICNIC

various wished for emoji lists

X903

BARBECUE

various wished for emoji lists

X904

BLACK HEART

Emojipedia

